We review a self-assembled growth method for plasmonic nanoparticle arrays, based on glancing angle deposition. We produced ordered Ag, Au, and Cu nanoparticle arrays over large areas on different stepped oxide templates. Precise control over the final geometry can be difficult and we provide recipes to obtain macroscopically ordered structures. We discuss the influence of the adsorbate diffusion length and facet termination on the shape and size distributions of metallic nanoparticle arrays and show that an increased ad-atom mobility leads to more regular arrays of spherical nanoparticles. We also show how in-situ Reflectance Anisotropy Spectroscopy (RAS) can be used to extract indirect information on the nucleation and ripening the nanoparticles, as well as measure the plasmonic resonance.
1 Introduction Ordered arrays of small metallic nanoparticles (NPs) are promising material templates for new devices employing the physics of localised plasmon resonances [1, 2] . When placed in close-proximity nanoparticle arrays act as a metasurface that have been shown potential for refractometric sensing [3] [4] [5] , optoelectronic management [6, 7] and for enhancing the solar cell efficiency [8, 9] . Chemically synthesized and selfassembled methods have been shown tremendous progress in the last few years, providing unprecendented control over the shape and the dimensions of plasmonic nanoparticles [10] [11] [12] [13] . Equally, it has been shown that the precise control over the nanoparticle position on a substrate is of crucial importance to tune the optical properties [14, 15] and enhance the electric fields in the gap region [16, 17] . Such control often requires slow, non scalable techniques such as electron beam lithography (EBL). While EBL grown arrays are highly customisable, scaling issues prevent the use in high volume production for low cost substrates employing plasmonic NPs. Such substrates are also desired for enhancing the signal in molecular spectroscopy, such as surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS), where molecules are placed in the localised in- 
tense electric field regions to enhance their Raman signal [18] [19] [20] 17] .
Previously we have shown that by glancing angle deposition (GLAD) of metals onto stepped oxide surfaces one can form well defined one-dimensional arrays of closely spaced, interacting metallic NPs [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . In contrast to other methods, GLAD grown arrays provide the required tunability in size and NP spacing using a scalable technique. GLAD grown samples have already shown promise as SERS substrates on par with other methods to produce SERS substrate based on arrays of plasmonic NPs [27, 28] .
The plasmonic resonance position of GLAD grown, ordered arrays depends on the polarisation of the incident light, leading to a strong optical anisotropy (birefringence). This anisotropy can be measured in-situ during growth and can be quantitatively and qualitatively related to the shape, order and size of the NP-arrays [22] [23] [24] [25] . Here, we discuss the effects of different parameters affecting the growth, i.e. substrate temperature, periodicity, substrate material and evaporated metal. We will focus on the influence of the diffusion length of the adsorbate species on the final shape and size distribution of the NP arrays and prove how this affects the final order of the structure. Differences between GLAD and deposition on flat templates will also be discussed. We finally provide a "user guideline", with the parameters which should be used to achieve the best array order when employing the GLAD method.
2 Experiment Metal NP arrays have been prepared by glancing angle deposition on three different oxides. Vicinal, single sided polished, single crystal α-Al 2 O 3 (0001), SrTiO 3 (001), and MgO(001) samples [MTI K.J group, USA] have been annealed in air at high temperatures to create stepped templates. In order to prepare templates with comparable step periodicity the annealing temperature, anneal time, as well as the off-cut angle between samples were all varied. Prior annealing in a tube furnace, samples were treated in an ultrasonic bath using acetone, methanol and high purity isopropanol. Further details on the dependence of the final template structure on annealing conditions has been previously published [29] [30] [31] . The anneal conditions and properties of templates used in this study are summarised in Table 1 . The templates were loaded into a ultra high vacuum chamber and different metals were deposited selectively on the facets by tilting the sample to α=6
• . The metal flux was kept constant at ≈2.5Åmin −1 . The RAS spectra were taken in-situ at intervals during growth using a home-built system following the two polariser design of Aspnes et.al. [32] . The geometry is outlined in the title figure. 3 Nanoparticle nucleation Following the pioneering work of Venables et.al. the nucleation of metallic nanoparticles on flat substrates is governed by three distinct processes; the metal adsorption and desorption, adsorbate diffusion and metal-metal cluster formation. These processes are governed by the characteristic energy barriers for adsorbate desorption (E a ), adsorbate diffusion (hopping barrier, E d ), and finally the binding energy of a metal binary cluster (E b ) [33] .
The value and differences between these energies determines the number density of nucleation centres and hence the final nanoparticle density (n d ). The model was originally formulated for the growth of metal clusters on metal halides, however, it has since then successfully applied to many nucleation processes and careful analysis of the number density, as function of growth temperature and ad-atom flux, can determine values for E a , E d , and E b [33] . For most nucleation processes the difference between the diffusion barrier and desorption barrier (∆E = E a − E d ) is the most important parameter as it affects the probability of an adsorbed atom leaving the surface, or diffusing over it. Phenomenologically if ∆E is large (E a > E d ) the adsorbate sticks to the surface but easily moves on it leading to large isolated particles. If ∆E is small (E a ≈ E d ) it is equally likely that the adsorbate desorbs as diffusing on the surface. A large number of small particles is then expected. If ∆E is negative (E a < E d ) an adsorbed species is more likely to leave the surface rather than diffusing on it, leading to homogeneous, closed films. In order to achieve a high density, closely spaced NPs a sit-uation were E a ≈E d and hence ∆E small is the optimum case.
For metal adsorption on oxide surfaces in particular, the nucleation density however can be dominated by the defect density of the surface, in particular cation vacancies can act as nucleation sites and significantly increase the initial cluster densities [34] . DFT calculations on metal adsorption on Al 2 O 3 in particular have shown significantly higher adsorption energies and hopping barriers on an oxygen terminated surface compared to an aluminium terminated surface [35] . As shown in Fig. 1 the facet used in our glancing angle deposition consists of alternating oxygen and cation termination. We hence expect a much smaller diffusion length and higher nucleation density than in the case of deposition on metal terminated, flat facets.
After the initial nucleation the growth mode of the metal is determined by the differences in the surface free energies of the oxide γ v,ox , the metal γ v,m and the interface free energy γ ox/m . 3D growth occurs if γ ox/m > γ v,ox + γ v,m as the total energy is minimised if the least amount of oxide surface is covered [34] . This is typically the case for metals deposited on oxide surfaces (non wetting).
The shape of the grown nanoparticle is also governed by principles of energy minimisation and surface diffusion, i.e. the values of γ v,ox , γ v,m and γ ox/m determine the nanoparticle contact angle. The size dependence of γ v,m and the surface diffusion (which governed by E d ) also affect the NP growth and shape. In particular Ostwald ripening can lead to the preference of larger NPs to grow, consuming smaller neighbouring NPs. The latter can lead to lower NP densities than expected by the simple nucleation theory alone [34] .
Understanding the exact nucleation of a given metal on an oxide requires a careful analysis of size and number density of the NPs at different stages of the growth, temperatures, and growth rates to assess the relevant energies. In the case of the NPs grown by GLAD the situation is even more complex, as the deposition rate is effectively altered by the step height H s and depostion angle α, as well as the ad-atom flux from the source. In addition, the facet termination and roughness are not well known, compared to flat oxide substrates, making it difficult to assess if the initial nucleation is kinetically limited, or dominated by defects.
Despite these complications, reported kinetic Monte Carlo simulations for Ag deposition on stepped SiO 2 revealed strong similarities to the nucleation principles from flat surfaces [36] . It was demonstrated that a small ∆E = E a − E d leads to larger, more isolated NPs, while values above 0.1eV lead to continuous rows of small NPs. We will show in the following that in-situ RAS measurements allow for an evaluation of ∆E and that the diffusion kinetics can be used to alter the order and shape of GLAD grown NP arrays.
4 Influence of temperature: Ag/Al 2 O 3 In order to assess if the nucleation process of the NPs on stepped oxide templates can be described as a diffusion limited process we have investigated the temperature dependence for Ag NPs on Al 2 O 3 . On Al 2 O 3 we achieve the best template quality, with regular faceted steps and atomically flat terraces [29] . Silver was chosen as adsorbate, as the RAS response of the NP-arrays is very well understood and not just the dipolar resonance, but also quadrupolar resonances can be measured as all plasmonic features are below the interband transitions of Ag [25, 37, 38] .
The plasmonic response of linear arrays of metallic NPs is inherently anisotropic, as light polarised along and perpendicular to the array axis interacts differently. In the case of polarisation along the array the NPs are close together, leading to a strong interaction. For light polarised perpendicular the row spacing determines the inter particle interaction, which is much weaker than in the first case. Hence the reflectivity of the samples differs for light polarised along (R x ) and perpendicular (R y ) to the template steps. RAS measures the normalised difference in these two quantities (2 Rx−Ry Rx+Ry ). Consequently a positive peak is seen in the energy range of the strongly interacting dipolar resonance (R x > R y ), while a smaller negative peak is seen at higher frequencies, close to the resonance for non interacting NPs (R x < R y ). The actual energetic position of these dipolar resonance depends on a variety of parameters such as size, spacing, material and shape and has been previously discussed in great detail [22] [23] [24] [25] 39] . In addition to this dipolar signature higher order structure, mainly a quadrupolar resonance can be seen at higher energies. The latter is more closely related to the contact angle of the MPs to the substrate and has been previously studied using numerical simulations [25] . Figure 2 shows the in-situ RAS spectra and SEM images of the final NP-arrays after exposure for different substrate temperatures. Even at a first glance the NPs look more irregular when grown at room temperature if compared to those grown at 470 K, leading to a significantly broader plasmonic resonance as seen in the RAS spectra. To quantify these changes NP size statistics have been extracted from the SEM images, as well as characteristic RAS features have been quantified at each growth step. These quantities are the amplitude of the dipolar resonance A, the intensity of the quadrupolar feature I QP , the FWHM of the dipolar x-resonance Γ , the energetic position of the x-resonance E x , and the rate of the energetic shift of the latter during the ripening process after initial nucleation (∆ω 0 = ∆Ex ∆t ). Figure 3 illustrates the correlation of the quantities extracted from the RAS spectra to certain morphological aspects of the NP arrays. Previously, we have investigated the position and width of the plasmonic resonance using dipolar analytical models and have identified the origin of the quadrupolar resonances [22] [23] [24] [25] 39] . For a given NP material the position of the x-resonance ω x depends not only on the NP volume and average gap size between the nanoparticles but also on the size distribution [24] and ellipticity [23] . Consequently changing the growth temperature does not alter just one of these parameters; some of them are interdependent. In particular the width of the plasmonic resonance is not just linked to the size distribution (Fig. 3(b) ), but also in the irregularities of the NPs' shape. The irregular shape is an apparent average ellipticity of the NPs. The quadrupolar resonance, which is very prominent in in-situ measurements, is particularly sensitive to the shape of the NPs and a strong correlation to the average ellipticity from SEM images can be seen (Fig. 3(c) ).
Apart from the correlation to the NP morphology, the analysis of the RAS spectra can also be used to assess the underlying activation energy, ∆E, of the ordering process. Figure 3(d) shows Arrhenius type plots of the investigated quantities ∆ω x , Γ , and I QP /A resulting in a ∆E of 15, 25, and 34 meV, respectively. If only data for elevated growth temperatures (370-570 K) are considered all independently determined quantities result in a similar ∆E of 34±5 meV. As outlined previously the relevant energy scale for diffusion is the difference in the barriers for desorption and adsorbate site hopping ∆E = E a − E d . The experimentally determined value of ∆E of 34±5 meV is comparable to one found by analysing glancing angle deposition of Ag on rippled SiO 2 surfaces [36] . Using kinetic Monte Carlo simulations, outlined previously by Numazawa et. al., a characteristic energy ∆E of around 45 meV was required to describe the shape and distribution of GLAD grown NPs on rippled SiO 2 templates. The slightly lower value found here for Ag on stepped Al 2 O 3 can explain why the overall order of the arrays is significantly better compared to similar structures grown on rippled SiO 2 .
The GLAD grown NP arrays have a small gap distance and high density of NPs within the row compared to random NP distributions grown on flat oxide substrates. The nucleation discussion done here already provides an indication on the mechanism. The number density of the NPs is not affected by the growth temperature (see statistics from SEM in Fig. 2 ). As outlined by Venables et. al. [33] for generic nucleation processes, and by Campbell et. al. [34] for metals on oxide surfaces specifically, the number density should decrease with increasing temperature due to an increased mobility of adsorbed metal species. Clearly this is not the case for the GLAD grown NPs on faceted oxide templates. First of all due to the deposition geometry the arrival rate of ad-atoms is restricted to the stepped facet, which leads already to a locally high ad-atom flux compared to the same amount of metal volume deposited on a flat terrace. Even at low metal coverages we hence already operate in a high flux regime leading to a higher local NP density. Secondly the microstructure of the facets is less ordered than the low index surfaces typically used. We therefore expect a higher defect density than for flat oxide surfaces, in the sense that there are more surface oxygen sites with stronger bonds to the adsorbed metal (see Fig. 1 ). As a consequence the nucleation density is no longer comparable to flat substrates, but significantly higher. Due to limitations in our experimental setup, the investigated temperature range is quite small, however if we compare our results to Ag NPs grown on flat Al 2 O 3 a change in number density of one order would be expected for the change from room temperature to 570 K for a diffusion limited nucleation [40] .
As the overall nucleation density is not diffusion limited, the remaining temperature dependence is solely related to the dynamic exchange of metal ad-atoms between adjacent NPs during the growth and ripening process. Phenomenologically we observe more spherical NPs with narrower size distribution at elevated temperatures. On flat surfaces the ripening stage is typically governed by the size and temperature dependence of the metal surface free energy γ v,m and can frequently lead to a consumption of smaller particles by neighbouring larger NPs (Ostwald ripening). Our measurements show, that while there are distinct shape changes from more elliptical NPs to truncated spheres at higher temperatures (see origin of more pronounced quadrupolar resonance [25] ), we do not observe significantly larger NPs at elevated temperatures. Again we can attribute this due to the peculiarities of GLAD grown NP arrays; NPs are confined to the step factet and material exchange is only possible over the nearest neighbours. There is an inherent size confinement by the actual step width. [41] . Unfortunately, there are no calculations on the (1216) facet used for deposition in our case. In order to illustrate the significance of the surface termination we have investigated deposition on different oxide surfaces. Figure 4 shows SEM images and in-situ RAS spectra for the growth of Ag on Al 2 O 3 , SrTiO 3 and MgO for comparable terrace widths. GLAD is a deposition method mainly dependent on the deposition geometry itself, and the SEM images confirm this: NP arrays were formed regardless of the substrate used. However, as shown in Table 1, the use of a different oxide not only alters the surface termination but also the geometry of the steps and, due to the deposition geometry, also the ad-atom flux. For this reason, we cannot obtain quantitative information on the growth characteristics and surface diffusion directly. We can however simply and more importantly assess the feasibility of each substrate for the formation of ordered NP arrays. Distinct differences in NP shape, size, size distributions are found upon changes of the substrate.
If we compare the data for Al 2 O 3 and SrTiO 3 it is apparent, that for the growth on Al 2 O 3 the terraces are void of smaller NPs. On SrTiO 3 terrace nucleation is more prominent, leading to significantly lower RAS amplitudes while the shape and spectral shape of the plasmonic resonance are very similar, with slightly smaller NPs in case of the SrTiO 3 substrate, due to a shorter step width and therefore smaller amount of Ag deposited in the same time. While the choice of equal deposition angle α ensures that the adatom flux is similar between growth on Al 2 O 3 and SrTiO 3 due to their similar facet angle, the smaller off-cut angle in case of SrTiO 3 leads to a significant amount of Ag being deposited on the terrace as evident by on terrace nucleation and a reduction in RAS amplitude due to the increased isotropic reflectance of the terrace.
In the case of MgO the deposition angle was therefore adjusted to 4
• , equivalent to the off-cut angle. Terrace nu- 
Quantities from RAS spectra: 
Figure 4
Comparison of Ag NPs grown on Al2O3, SrTiO3 and MgO stepped substrates. The terrace width and step height is comparable between substrates. The apparent difference in NP size and order as seen in SEM images (field of view 0.75µm×0.75µm) is caused by a combination in step width, ls and substrate defect density. The bottom row shows corresponding RAS spectra for these samples, illustrating the impact of the microstructure on the plasmonic resonance of the NP array.
cleation is hence reduced. However due to the wider step width in case of MgO, caused by the reduced facet angle, the total step area is increased and the total flux per surface area on the step edge is reduced by factor of 0.67 due to the change in deposition angle and another factor of 0.25 due to the shallower facet angle. Hence the 30 min deposition on MgO is more equivalent to a 5 min deposition on Al 2 O 3 , leading to much smaller NPs, a lower RAS amplitude, and changed RAS line shape. These results already highlight the limitations of the in-situ RAS measurements, as the RAS amplitude of the measurements on SrTiO 3 and MgO are similar but the underlying NP size is hugely different (see Fig. 4 ). This is a natural consequence of the nature of the measurement: one can only follow the peak position and intensity using insitu RAS, but these are in turn affected by multiple, intercorrelated parameters. Only indirect and qualitative information can hence be obtained. In cases where the NP size and shape are similar between NPs e.g. if formed on Al 2 O 3 and SrTiO 3 , the RAS amplitude can then be hugely different if there is unwanted deposition on the terrace, as RAS measures only the relative anisotropy between orthogonal directions. As some parameters cannot be freely chosen such as the facet angle, as its an inherent substrate property a more comprehensive study would be required to decouple the influence of the geometric factors from diffusion processes. So far this study has only be carried out for the case of Ag growth on Al 2 O 3 in the previous section as it is the substrate which presents the most ordered NP arrays.
It should be noted though that the geometric differences between different substrates offer a way to additionally tune the local morphology of the plasmonic nanoparticles. As seen in Fig. 4 the resonance of all samples is ≈2.4 eV, while the NP density, size, and separation hugely varies. This offers even further ways to control the resonance frequency, while retaining freedom to change other parameters to optimise the array for applications e.g. increasing the NP density for better signal to noise in SERS.
Similar to the case for Ag on Al 2 O 3 , GLAD deposited NPs on MgO and SrTiO 3 show higher nucleation densities and better size homogeneity then in studies on corresponding flat surfaces [42, 43] . Again this is a result of the high defect densities and the confinement of the adatom flux to small areas of the substrate surface. Assuming similar defect densities in the case of MgO we expect a higher NP density by a factor of 4, this is due to the wider steps exposing a larger surface area to the ad-atom flux if compared to SrTiO 3 or Al 2 O 3 substrates. The density extracted from the SEM images is roughly in line with this further confirming a defect limited nucleation, as for diffusion limited nucleation this would manifest as an apparent lower flux which would result in a lower NP density. Further experiments have to show if this increased density can be maintained for higher coverages -or if in the later stages of growth increased Ostwald-ripening will significantly reduce the NP density.
6 Influence of adsorbate metal: Ag,Au, and Cu on Al 2 O 3 As the deposition method for the self-organised NP-arrays is based on geometric shadowing, it is also broadly independent on the deposited material. As seen above, the initial nucleation density is governed by the defect density of the substrate and the step facet in particular. The growth and ripening process of the NPs is governed by inter particle material exchange though and is affected by the ad-atom diffusion. The latter is dependent on the evaporated metal species as binding energies of different metals can differ on the same substrate. DFT calculations, Figure 5 Comparison of Ag, Au, and Cu NPs arrays grown on Al2O3. The geometry of the NPs is very similar for all metal species as seen in the SEM images (field of view 0.5µm×0.5µm) and extracted average NP dimension. In contrast to the examples shown above the position of the resonance as seen in the RAS spectra in the bottom row is dominated by the differences in the metals dielectric function, rather then changes in NP size and geometry specifically for Cu, Au, and Ag have shown variations in E a for an Al-terminated surface from 0.6 up to 1.1 eV with copper interacting more strongly [35] .
We therefore compare the growth of Au, Cu and Ag NP arrays on Al 2 O 3 stepped surfaces. Figure 6 illustrates that only small changes in NP morphology were found, while RAS spectra and the position of the plasmonic resonance differ due to significant changes in the metal dielectric function. In agreement with the calculated lower binding energy for silver ad-atoms and standard nucleation theory, Ag NPs are found to be larger, with lower total NP density and larger NP gaps. The observed morphological differences between Au and Cu NPs are smaller and no clear trend is observed. Again this is adds to the finding that the NP density is limited by defect nucleation rather than diffusion limited nucleation as already seen in the temperature dependent analysis for Ag on Al 2 O 3 .
Changing the metal dramatically changes the plasmon resonance frequency. The energetic position changes more dramatically with the NP size as seen in an increased value for ∆ω 0 for Au and even more for Cu. For precise control of the resonance frequency the in-situ measurements by RAS are even more helpful for these materials. The shape dependence of the quadrupolar resonance, which was given the clearest indication for diffusion limited NP ripening processes in the case of Ag on Al 2 O 3 , is absent however in the case of Au and Cu NPs. This is caused by the strong interband transitions above 2.4 eV and 1.8 eV for Au and Cu respectively, which dampens the signal of these resonances in RAS spectra.
7 Optimized recipes for ordered templates Based on the presented work on GLAD grown nanoparticle arrays we can formulate generic guidelines on achieving the best NP order: Substrate: The study performed suggests that Al 2 O 3 is the ideal candidate both in terms of regularity of the stepped surface after annealing, and in terms of improved regularity of the nanoparticle arrays and in optical anisotropy. MgO can be used if a higher NP density is of interest. Deposition angle: A previous study demonstrated that for vicinal annealed templates the deposition angle should be chosen equal to the miscut angle. Higher angles lead to unwanted nucleation on the terraces, while lower angles lead to a broader NP size distribution due to an increased self-shadowing [24, 22] . Substrate temperature and flux: Whenever possible, the deposition should be performed at elevated high temperatures. The flux does not play a crucial role in the initial stages of deposition, as the growth is defect nucleation limited. Template periodicity: The template periodicity affects the final NP dimensions and the plasmonic resonance position. This is dominated by the altered step height and the NP size confinement in y-direction Deposition time: By using in-situ RAS one can measure the resonance position during the growth. Exact time and flux control is hence not any longer an issue. The deposition can be stopped in order to obtain resonances at chosen energies.
8 Summary During the self-organized formation of metallic nanoparticle arrays on stepped oxide templates the metal species diffusion length plays a role in the nucleation and ripening processes of the NPs. By varying the growth temperature for growth of Ag NPs on Al 2 O 3 we have demonstrated general trends that increasing diffusion length leads to more ordered, spherical and larger nanoparticles. By comparing growth on different substrates we have demonstrated the general applicability of the GLAD growth process, but that more systematic studies would be required to decouple changes caused by unavoidable differences in geometry from changes in diffusion processes on the varying oxide surfaces. These effects should be taken into account in designing such NP arrays for sensing applications, as the correct choice of substrate, metal and growth temperature can be used to minimise the average gap size, maximise overall coverage and at the same time maintain tunability of the resonance position. For the latter in-situ measurements of the plasmonic resonance by RAS has been shown to be a valuable tool in growth optimisation.
